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By employing rheological experiments, mode coupling theory, and computer simulations based on
realistic coarse-grained models, we investigate the effects of small, hard colloids on the glassy states
formed by large, soft colloids. Multiarm star polymers mimic hard and soft colloids by appropriately
varying the number and size of their arms. The addition of hard colloids leads, depending on their
concentration, to either melting of the soft glass or the emergence of two distinct glassy states. We explain
our findings by depletion of the colloids adjacent to the stars, which leads to an arrested phase separation
when the repulsive glass line meets the demixing binodal. The parameter-free agreement between
experiment, theory, and simulations suggests the generic nature of our results and opens the route for
designing soft-hard colloidal composites with tunable rheology.
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Suspensions of colloidal particles are ubiquitous in
nature and represent an ever stimulating and technologi-
cally challenging field of research [1]. The majority of the
work relating to the dynamics and rheology of colloids has
been performed with the simplest hard sphere systems,
both experimentally and theoretically [2,3]. Indeed, in a
breakthrough study [4] it was demonstrated that added
nonadsorbing polymers, smaller than the colloids, control
the rich morphology diagram of colloid-polymer mixtures
and its rheological consequences primarily via depletion.
In general, colloidal mixtures exhibit a variety of phases
and kinetic states from colloidal gas to liquid, crystal,
repulsive, and attractive glass and gel [5].
These important developments prompted the question of
the effects of soft interactions on the macroscopic proper-
ties of the colloids [6,7]. Star polymers have been explored
in detail, since they exemplify stable, long hairy particles.
At high concentrations, they deform but also interpenetrate
via their grafted arms, as reflected by their effective inter-
actions: their tunability at the molecular level allows repul-
sive pair potentials ranging from ultrasoft to hard as their
functionality (number of arms) fS changes from typically
below 30 to above 400 [8]. The very same deformability
also determines their purely entropic interactions with
planar or curved hard walls [9]. Stars with functionalities
fS * 50 form glassy states at large volume fractions
[7,10]. Mixtures of star polymers and smaller, linear poly-
mers have shown great richness in metastable states, con-
trolled by the osmotic pressure of the latter, and leading to
star shrinkage and depletion [11,12]. Star polymers with
fS  32 were also mixed with larger hard spheres and the
phase behavior of the mixtures was examined experimen-
tally and theoretically [13]. However, the inverse case, in
which hard spheres are used as depletants for deformable,
glass-forming stars has not been addressed to date.
In this Letter, we address the formation of multiple
glassy states in soft-hard colloidal mixtures composed of
large stars and small hard spherelike depletants. To ensure
purely entropic interactions, we used stars of the same
chemistry and drastically different functionalities. The
hard colloids were stars with very short chains, expected
to be fully stretched in the core portion [14], so that they act
as hard spheres (HS). Using rheology, mode-coupling the-
ory (MCT) and molecular dynamics (MD) simulations, we
observe vitrification of the soft star glass, melting upon the
addition of colloidal spheres and subsequent arrested phase
separation as the repulsive glass line crosses the binodal.
Polybutadiene star polymers (1,4 addition) of fS ¼ 214
(soft sphere) and fC ¼ 1109 (hard sphere), and respective
arm molar masses 67000 and 1270 g=mol, were synthe-
sized anionically. The polydispersity indexes (PDI) and the
molar fraction of contaminants (MFC) have been measured
via size exclusion chromatography: PDI ¼ 1:07 and
MFC¼0:12 for the soft spheres, whereas PDI¼1:11 and
MFC ¼ 0:036 for the hard spheres. Details are given in
Refs. [15,16] and in the Supplemental Material [17]. To
express the concentrations in terms of the number densities
of the star components and colloid components (S and C,
respectively), we employ the effective corona diameter
of the stars S as the unit of length. The star-to-HS
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hydrodynamic size ratio is  ¼ 4 and the nominal glass
transition concentrations for the stars and HS are S
3
S ¼
0:339 0:002 and C3S ¼ 10:75 0:7. Accordingly, the
pure star solutions were investigated at number densities
S
3
S¼0:342, 0.347, 0.368, and 0.421, in which the
samples are glassy, and colloidal spheres of various
concentrations have been added to analyze the ensuing
rheology of the mixture. Here, we focus on the effects of
adding HS to stars at S
3
S ¼ 0:342, where more than one
glassy state as well as melting of the mixture can be
unambiguously distinguished.
In the absence of HS, the concentrated star solution with
S
3
S ¼ 0:342 exhibits features typical of glassy behavior
[Fig. 1(a)]: both the storage (G0) and loss (G00) moduli are
only weakly frequency dependent, with G00 exhibiting a
broad minimum, G0ð!Þ>G00ð!Þ over four decades of fre-
quency,while being also time dependent due to aging [7,17].
While maintaining the star density fixed at S
3
S ¼
0:342, the addition of HS colloids induces remarkable
softening of the initial glassy suspension, and eventually
a transition to the ergodic liquid state above a certain HS
volume fraction (C
3
S > 0:029) is observed, Fig. 1(b).
This is also confirmed by the absence of aging [7,17].
For even higher HS fractions (C
3
S  1:0311), shown in
Fig. 1(c), the mixture undergoes a reentrant transition to
another solidlike state which, with the help of MCT, is
attributed to arrested phase separation; the latter is corro-
borated by two facts: (i) at the reentrance the plateau
modulusGp is nearly identical to that of the original repul-
sive glass (see Fig. 2), and (ii) there is no visual evidence of
this dense sample becoming turbid. This suggests a scenario
of a purely repulsive glass regime up to the reentrant line, an
interpretation supported by the theoretical analysis. Note
that if the reentrant state were an attractive glass, its storage
modulus would have been much higher as compared to that
of the repulsive glass [18]. We also observe in Fig. 2 that
upon further increasing the concentration of HS colloids in
the reentrant regime, the modulus eventually increases by
more that one decade. It is tempting to interpret this increase
as a third transition, but this requires additional experimen-
tal and theoretical work, which are currently under way.
Turning to the intermediate ergodic regime, the character-
istic time of the liquid (extracted from the terminal cross-
over of the moduli) varies by several decades: it first
decreases with C as we move away from the repulsive
glass due to depletion, and then goes through a minimum
and increases as the reentrance is approached (Fig. 2). The
rheological yielding transition was examined with dynamic
strain sweeps at different frequencies (here the 10 rad=s
results are discussed). While a single yield point could be
identified in the initial repulsive glassy phase [Fig. 1(a),
inset] and no yielding was observed in the liquid state
[Fig. 1(b), inset], the reentrant state exhibited a two-step
yield process [Fig. 1(c), inset] for C
3
S < 3:53. Beyond
this value the single yielding behavior was recovered along
with an increase in the modulus. Double yielding is thought
of as reflecting two constraining length scales (say, bonds
and cages) which occur in attractive glasses [18] or arrested
phase separating systems alike. It is tempting to interpret the
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FIG. 1. Linear viscoelastic spectra for HS-star mixtures at
S ¼ 1:625 (S3S ¼ 0:342). G0 and G00 are shown with full
and empty symbols, respectively. (a) Repulsive glass: C
3
S ¼ 0
(circles) and C
3
S ¼ 0:0147 (diamonds). Inset: Dynamic strain
sweep for C
3
S ¼ 0 at 10 rad=s. The arrow indicates the yield
point. (b) Liquid: C
3
S ¼ 0:1473 (squares); C3S ¼ 0:2946 (up
triangles); C
3
S ¼ 0:4419 (down triangles). Inset: Dynamic
strain sweep for C
3
S ¼ 0:4419 at 10 rad=s. (c) Reentrant glass:
C
3
S ¼ 1:1784 (squares); C3S ¼ 1:7676 (left triangles);
C
3
S ¼ 3:5352 (right triangles); C3S ¼ 5:892 (stars); C3S ¼
7:070 (diamonds). Inset: Dynamic strain sweeps for C
3
S ¼
1:7676, showing G0 (dark circles) and G00 (light circles). The
arrows mark the yield points: two-step yielding occurs in the
arrested phase separated mixtures.
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observed increase of the modulus as a third transition but
this requires additional experimental and theoretical work,
which is currently under way.
Figure 3(a) assembles all experimental data in the form
of a morphology diagram where the different rheological
states are indicated for varying fractions of star and the
added HS depletant particles. The vertical arrow indicates
the onset of the glassy star regime at C ¼ 0. Thereafter,
for S
3
S ¼ 0:342, which is the most extensively studied
mixture, we observe the transformation from a repulsive
glass to a liquid and eventually to a reentrant arrested state,
as a result of the depletion effect of the added HS. Finally,
for larger S we find glasses and glass-glass transitions
with the glass at larger C having larger moduli, consis-
tently with the presence of attraction in the system cages.
The theoretical analysis was based upon a coarse-grained
picture of the binary mixture. Thereby effective interaction
potentials VijðrÞ, i, j ¼ S, C, acting between the centers of
two particles separated by distance r could be employed. For
the star-star interaction VSSðrÞ, the potential introduced in
Ref. [8] was employed, which features a crossover from a
logarithmic divergence at small r into a Yukawa form for
large r at the corona diameterS. Comparisons with experi-
ments [8,11,19,20] have shown that S ﬃ RSh ﬃ 4Rg=3, Rg
being the radius of gyration of the stars [21]. VCCðrÞ was
modeled as a hard sphere potential for a diameterC ¼ 2RC,
a choice justified by the ultrahigh functionality of the hard-
like stars. For VSCðrÞ we employed the recently developed
corresponding potentials [9] for star functionality fS ¼ 214
and  ¼ 4, as in the experiments. We used two-component
integral equation theories with the Rogers-Young closure
[22] to calculate the partial structure factors for mixtures
with arbitrary density and composition. Their validity was
confirmed by the excellent agreement with Monte Carlo
simulations for the coarse-grained mixtures at selected
points.
The locus of ideal glass transition points on the (S, C)
plane was determined by employing the one-component
version of the MCT [20,23], in which the structure factor
SðkÞ of the stars is the input for the determination of their
nonergodicity factor fðkÞ. The latter vanishes for an
ergodic liquid and it is nonzero for a glass. Inherent in
this one-component approach is the assumption that within
the glassy state of the stars, the small colloidal particles
remain ergodic; were this not to be the case, then the full,
two-component version of the MCT should be employed
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FIG. 3 (color online). (a) The experimental state diagram of
star polymer-colloidal mixtures with  ¼ 4 and star function-
ality fS ¼ 214. The vertical arrow denotes the star polymer
density at which a star solution arrests in the experiment in the
absence of colloids and the horizontal arrows denote the points
where the system melts and revitrifies. (b) The MCT-phase
diagram of the same system. The dashed line denotes the locus
of points for which integral equations fail to converge due to a
demixing phase transition, whereas the hand-drawn solid line
separates the region of the liquid and the repulsive glass. Arrows
and circles as in panel (a).
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FIG. 2 (color online). The plateau moduli of the arrested states
(closed circles, left vertical axis) and the relaxation times of the
ergodic phases (open circles, right vertical axis) observed for star
polymer density S
3
S ¼ 0:342 as a function of the colloid
density C
3
S. The three cartoons show, from left to right,
sketches of the repulsive glass, the liquid, and the arrested phase
separation state.
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[19,23]. This assumption was fully confirmed by our MD
simulations [17].
Figure 4 shows the dependence of the nonergodicity
factor for a star solution at density S
3
S ¼ 0:36, for which
the pure system is glassy, on the density of the added
colloids. Upon addition of a sufficient amount of HS parti-
cles (C
3
S  0:19), the glass melts. The physical mecha-
nism responsible for this transition lies in the fact that the
small colloids act as depletants for the large stars—a situ-
ation specular to the usual colloid or polymer case, in which
the small polymers deplete the big colloids [4,13,24–26]. In
contrast to the latter case, in which the depletion attraction
takes the form of an Asakura-Oosawa or square-well po-
tential [24], for the system at hand the colloid-induced
depletion is superimposed on a soft repulsion between the
stars. Thus, at moderate colloid concentrations, it has ini-
tially the effect of reducing the repulsions, leading to melt-
ing of the glass [11,19]. Upon further addition of colloid, net
attractions between the stars appear [17], which drive the
system towards a demixing phase separation into a star- and
a colloid-rich phase, as already predicted in Refs. [9,27].
This manifests itself in the integral equation approach by
the fact that all structure factors develop increasingly high
peaks at k ¼ 0, and convergence of the integral equations
can no longer be achieved. The locus of points for which
the solution is lost, which can be loosely identified with
the demixing line of the system, is denoted in Fig. 3(b)
by the dashed line. This figure presents a compilation of
the MCT results and it should be directly compared to its
experimental counterpart, Fig. 3(a). Quantitative and
parameter-free agreement can be seen between experiment
and theory by comparing Fig. 3(a) with Fig. 3(b) regarding
the glass-to-liquid transition for the value of S lying most
closely to the glass transition in the absence of colloids,
denoted by the horizontal arrows there.
For higher star densities, theory predicts gradual shrink-
age of the liquid regime, which forms an intruding pocket
into the glassy region. The extent of this intrusion is
overestimated by theory. The reentrant glass observed in
experiments can arise from the intervention of the demixing
binodal, thus rendering the high-C glass as the result of an
arrested phase separation. The latter has been extensively
discussed in the literature in conjunction with gelation, and
in all cases within the context of colloid-polymer mixtures
with very sharp and short-range attractions caused by the
polymers depleting the colloids [25,26,28–32]. In that
case, it has been shown [29,32] that the attractive glass
line intersects the binodal on the high-density side of the
glass former. Here, it is the repulsive glass line that meets
the binodal on the high-density side of the star-polymer
glass former. However, as the binodal is crossed, the ensu-
ing phase separation becomes arrested in the continuation
of the glass line within the demixed region and the system
arrests into a high-star concentration glass. This increase in
concentration compensates for the reduced repulsions and
leads to a glass whose modulus is essentially the same as
that of the original one. Deeply inside the binodal, i.e., for
even higher values of C, depletion attractions are strong
and can lead to arrest into an attractive glass with much
higher values of the modulus (Fig. 2). The high-S region
above the demixing line in Fig. 3(b) thus corresponds to
arrested states, consistently with the experimental findings
for reentrant glasses. It is not amenable to MCT analysis,
though, since no structural data are available there, due to
the loss of solutions of the integral equations.
We have assumed in our MCTanalysis that the colloidal
additives remain ergodic within the star glass; it is not
obvious whether this assumption is correct; hence, its
validity has to be proven. Zaccarelli et al. [23] have shown
that in a binary mixture the long-time dynamics are deter-
mined by the short-time mobility ratio  between the large
and the small components. For Brownian particles, as for
the case at hand, this is set by the hydrodynamic size ratio:
 ¼ 1 ¼ 0:25. The assumption of colloidal ergodicity
has been validated via MD simulations [17]. Indeed, the
mean-square displacements of the colloids showed typical
diffusive behavior. On the contrary, the mean-square dis-
placement curves for the stars displayed a clear plateau at
the crossover from the ballistic to the diffusive regime,
which shrunk upon the addition of colloids [17]. The
measured long-time diffusion constants DS for the stars
are summarized in the inset of Fig. 4. Consistently with
the MCT results, the addition of colloids first accelerates
the star dynamics and then slows them down again as the
colloidal concentration is increased, whereas phase sepa-
ration sets in at even higher colloidal densities. This non-
monotonic behavior is consistent with glass reentrance and
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FIG. 4 (color online). The dependence of the star nonergodic-
ity factor fðkÞ for a star polymer solution at density S3S ¼ 0:36
on the density of added colloids, as indicated in the legend.
Between C
3
S ¼ 0:18 and C3S ¼ 0:19, fðkÞ drops abruptly to
zero, indicating an ideal glass-to-liquid transition. Inset: the
long-time diffusion constant DS of the stars, normalized with
D0 ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
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q
, as a function of the density of the colloidal
additives and for various star densities as indicated in the legend.
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with that of the relaxation time of the fluid shown in Fig. 2,
middle panel.
In conclusion, we have shown by combining experi-
ments, theory, and simulation that the addition of small,
hard colloidal additives to a structural glass formed by
large, soft colloids brings forward a wealth of novel, tun-
able rheological states, including a melting to an ergodic
liquid and new states that appear due to an interplay
between the structural arrest line of the repulsive glass
and macroscopic demixing. The star functionality and the
size ratio represent the natural, physical parameters to
adjust in order to steer the rheology of the mixtures.
The quantitative, parameter-free agreement between the
experiments, simulations, and theory shown in this Letter
offers a strong basis for the extension of our investigations
to other functionalities and size ratios in the future.
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